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Hello ! my friend how are you today ………
Hello ! if you are reading this , then I m sure you are concious about your
financial planning , In India most people thinks stock market is a gambling ,
May be because of frauds done by ketan parekh , harshad mehta , satyam
computers , these frauds shooks the whole nation .
Many people lost their hard earned money .
Thats why you may heard from your Parents / grand parents that stock
investment is a gambling or speculation.
My parents also face the same situation like yours .
If you are beginner having 0 knowledge about stocks , then I recommend
you should read this book .
I tried my best to develop your understanding about stock market .
Even a kid can understand stock market after reading this series of books
I made this book free , the content is awesome you will get this type of
content paying lots of money for courses , I know most of the people don’t
respect free things . It is made for those who wanna learn stock market from
scratch, But they don’t know from where they should start .
If you are here then its my responsibilty to provide you genuine
informations.
After completing this book you should visit : www.yourkut.com
________Gauhar Ali

I don’t think I should
make index for this
Read this ebook like
a story book
Its a series of 3 books this your part 1 of 3.

Chapter -1
Suppose A(A non technical MBA graduate ) thinks about a business idea and
now he has to find a cofounder.
Fortunately he found B (A Technical cofounder ) as a cofounder , they make
partnership.
Lets assume they wants to start a software company
Assume they gave this company a name “ hardsoft pvt ltd “(HPL) .

They both makes a good business plan and then contacts a CA to Register HPL.
They both worked hard to develop their product and services .
They use their connection to increase their customer base .
They face hurdles and resolve them somehow they survive and
Cracked their remunerative business model.
Now they need a huge sum of money to develop product and to expand their
business.
They don’t have Savings .How they will raise money we will see in next chapter .

Chapter - 2
They have two options to raise money :-

AB goes to bank for loan but banks denied to give them loan because

HPL(their company) don’t have sufficient COLLATERAL and ASSETS,
Their company don’t have large valuation , generally banks gives loan
on the basis of collateral

Now they have only three options

They are unable to raise money from STOCK MARKET because it
requires
Proven track record , good business performance.
They have to hire an Investment Bank.
Investment bank make DRHP (Draft Redherring Prospects) and then
they submit that DRHP to SEBI (Security and Exchange Board Of India).

DRHP contains information about companies information
 Financial history of a company
 Investors details
 Assets and other Data

And other things we wil discuss later , I tried to make things
simple….

VC resembles mutual fund but unlike mutual fund
VC raise money from selected high networth investors .
In VC the ticket size of investment is generally huge .In recent trends in
INDIA
You may hear news about startups raising funds from VCs

High networth

VC

Startup

investor

In Mutual Fund all people irrespective of their networth can
invest .
The amount of investment in this case is small as compared to
VC.

Mutual funds mainly invest in Debt and Stock market .
AB decided to raise money from VC , they spends hours in making Pitch
deck
to pitch their investors .

Pitch deck is a brief presentation that gives potential investors or
client an overview of your business plan, product, services and growth
traction.

you can check pitchdeck of some famous startups like
airbnb ,paytm ,uber etc .Its available on internet.

Usually VCs don’t invest in ideation stage or early stage companies .
Some famous VCs are :






Clarium Capital
Khosla ventures
Sequoia Capital
ACCEL
Bessemer Capital
Kliener perkins

Chapter - 3

AB ‘s Company is in Early stage and VC denied to invest in their
company.
Now they decided to approach Angel Investors.
They generally invest in early stage .they present their pitchdeck
to Angel investors many of them refuses to invest in their
company .
They hustle a lot , finally one angel investor convinced by their
business model .
Their balance sheet shows phenomenal growth in revenue and
profits, they develop new products and service and have new
customers.
AB wants to expand their business in abroad , they need huge
sum of money , Angel investor usually don’t have huge funding
amount,

They approach VCs,
Vcs shows interest in them , they get funding .
Their business expands in different countries , revenue and profit
grows significantly.
Founders , VCs , Angel Investor are satisfied with growth of the
company.

Founders wants more money and VCs and angel investor wants
exit to book profit.
Whenever founders wants to raise huge money and investor
wants an exit , IPO is the best option for exit .
Generally Angel investor can’t sell their share they have to
approach different Investor or they can wait for IPO.
IPO is Initial Public Offering, Don’t panic I will explain it later in a
simpler way .

Chapter - 4
VCs invest when the chances of failure is soaring high ,
If their investment get successful then they get huge return on
their investment .
HPL get listed in stock market , company is well settled
In this stage growth is usually very slow as compared to early
stage .chances of failure is also minimize after listing on stock
market .

AB’s company HPL decided to raise money from PUBLIC
(STOCK MARKET).

Here we will discuss about indian stock market , but you can get
overview of different countries stock market.
Indian stock market is too complex, here rules and regulations are
strict .
Lets take an example
RBI (Reserve bank of india) regulates banks , in the same way
SEBI(Security and exchange board of India ) regulates Capital
market.

There is an procedure to list a company in stock market .
Company has to hire an investment bank for this, investment
bank guides company for IPO and make their

DRHP (Draft redherring prospectus)

This includes details about its promoters , reason for raising
monet , how the money will be used, risks involved with investing

in the company and so on .Investor and you should bear in mind
that it does not provide information about the price or size of the
offering.

I hope you are getting some insight about stock market ….
Continue your reading ,you definitely gonna learn about stock market
in easier way .
In india there is a misconception about stock trading , people thinks
stock trading is a gambling , in reality Its a game of analysis , you should
do your own research before investing , every stock trader has different
tactics .
Investment bank helps company to make DRHP, now you know what is
DRHP?

DRHP then submitted to SEBI , it regulates capital market .
SEBI check all teh given data in DRHP,
In this way HPL get approval from SEBI for IPO.

Chapter -5

I think your panic attack somewhat gone now :) ok this is a bad joke .
Now come to the point .
IPO generally opens for 3 days in india
Assume 40 rs inr bidding wins - company sold their shares on 40 inr per share
And dilute 20% of the company to public and raise 1000 cr inr from public

Then share are issued to public and company get listed on
 NSE (National Stock Exchange )
 BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange )
These are two main stock exchange in India

“What ? you again get panic listening NSE and BSE . I told you be confident and
continue your reading , its common for a beginner to get frustrate , you should
bear that pain , I will explain this too like IPO and at the end we will analyse and
buy some shares together . Enjoy this to and fro mood slip. “

Stock Market is for those who values their time
and opportunity cost.
Time is fixed to buy or sell share .
Timing 9:15 am - 3:30 pm
And closed in festive season ,
(muhurat

trading) In diwali it opens in evening
for only 1 to 1 1/2 hrs

Chapter - 6
To Invest you need two things

Usually the settlement process is of two days .
Suppose you have 10k inr and u wanna invest in stock market, then you have to
transfer 10k from bank account to trading account, now you can of buy or sell
share through your trading account , demat account will store shares
I hope u will understand with this : -

WHY DEMAT ACCOUNT REQUIRES YOUR BANK
DETAILS ?
Sometime company share profit with their share holders, this part is called
Dividend, It will transfer in your bank automatically .
Ok I understand may be you don’t know about Dividend , I will explain in later
part.

Your trading account linked with bank so that you can easily transfer money to
trading account .

Where to open Demat Account ?
In India there are mainly 300 brokerage firms , they all have different
brokerage charges, different technology and services.
They all have their own pros and cons.

Chapter -7
After opening Trading & Demat Account you have two
option :Intraday trading
Intraday trading involves buying and selling stocks within the same trading day.
Here stocks are purchased, not to invest, but to earn profits by harnessing the
movement of stock indices. Thus, the fluctuations in the prices of the shares are
monitored to earn profits from the trading of stocks.
An online trading account is set up for intraday trading. While doing intraday
trading, you need to specify that the orders are specific to intraday trading. As the
orders are squared off before the end of the trading day, it is also called
as Intraday trading.

Investing
Investing in stock market on one hand is like buying a asset (a bunch of stocks is
Stock market) and holding it for a long time say 10 or more years.
Many Investors buy stocks for long run and then sell them off in huge profit. Some
big investors such as Warren Buffet have made more money in Long Term
Investing or Investing rather that in Trading (Intraday).

“ In the short run, the market is a voting machine but in the long run, it is a weighing
machine” ________ Benjamin Graham

let me explain what it means
In short term market quickly fluctuates and remains uncertain .
On the other hand in long term stock market follows performance of
Businesses.
It means if the business performance of the company is awesome .then I t
share price will increase in long run
(Note: in some condition it may not true ) .
Conclusion
You should focus on business performance of the company rather than
share price

In short term share price fluctuates uncertainly , there may be too many
reasons for that
The reason may be election , pandemic or anything .

Tell me onething
Suppose angel investor invest 2 cr in ABs company in early stage and took
out this money on the same day ,
Its a pointless ABs company can’t use that money for growth of their
business. None get benefit neither the company nor the investor .
Business took time to perform , investor mainly focus on business rather
than share prices .

Chapter -8
Stock market is not a gambling , its not a way to make quick money.
If u wanna invest you have predict which business will grow in future ,
This skills is not inherited by everybody, thats why Mutual Fund is good
option for investing. Fund manager has knowledge has good knowledge of
Businesses , it does not mean all fund manager give you good return

For a good investor Stock market Is a long term game , thats why mutual fund
wants people to invest their money for long time .

This is the reason Mutual Fund put Exit load (its a fine that will be charged if you
sell your mutual fund unit within a year ).

In Television and news paper articles you see different theories about stock
market . They generally talk about trading .
Trading is only a speculation , people do their technical analysis and use various
tools to predict share price.

Usually trading is done by those who don’t have good knowledge about stock
market .
Brokerage firms get brokerage on trade of shares that’s why these firms
Promotes Trading .
Trading may be some what addictive .
Brokerage firms business mainly depends on brokerage.
Business news channels also promotes trading because of TRP , their advice
may be sponsored by these brokerage firms so that more people will do trading .
Stock market is a platform for investing not for gambling
If you land into stock market without having a good knowledge , consequences
may hard to digest.

You’ve heard the phrase “a penny saved is a penny earned.” But what is a penny
compounded? A whole lot more than you might think.
That’s because of a powerful mathematical process called compounding,
which Albert Einstein is said to have called “the most powerful force in the
universe.”
“Compound interest is the eighth wonder of the world,” Einstein reportedly said.
“He who understands it, earns it. He who doesn’t, pays it.”
Compound Interest is the interest you earn on your money, plus the interest it’s
already accrued.
For example, if you deposit 100 inr in a savings account with a 5% interest rate,
after one year, you’ll have 105 inr . If that interest compounds, in year two, you’ll
earn 5% on the inr105, not just the initial deposit of 100 inr.

So, after two years, your savings account would contain 110.25 inr, and after
three years, 115.76 inr. With time and regular contributions, the compounding
process can help you grow your wealth considerably .

you should stick to a long-term strategy of saving and investing, partly
because it allows the power of compounding to do much of the heavy lifting
as you build wealth.
“An average investor with a longer time horizon is going to have better
results than an amazing investor with a shorter time horizon .”
, Taking advantage of compounding is relatively easy: Start as early as
possible make regular contributions, and avoid tapping your account, if you
can avoid it. That will help you stay on track to meet your future goals.

According to market capitalization companies are categorized into three
categories

 SMALL CAP
 MID CAP
 LARGE CAP
We will discuss PENNY STOCKS later

Market Capitalization = (Share Price) X (no of shares)

 PENNY STOCKS
Penny stocks is also
known as “bhangar”
cap in India. Share
price and market
cap is very less in

penny stock this is the main reason beginners prefers these penny stocks , and
lose their money .usually its a bad idea to invest in penny stock because risk is
high ,generally we don’t see any growth in that type of bhangar companies.
Initially you should avoid penny stocks , after getting experience you can think
about penny stocks.

 SMALL CAP
Small-cap companies are those that have a market capitalisation of less than Rs
5,000 crore. These companies are relatively smaller in size and have significant
growth potential. What makes them risky is the low probability that they will be
successful over time. This makes the stocks of such companies volatile in nature.
Small-cap companies have a long history of underperformance but when an
economy is emerging out of a recession, small-cap stocks often prove to be
outperformers.
Hindustan Zinc, DB Corp, KNR Constructions, and Hathway Cable are some
examples of small-cap market companies that are listed on the stock exchanges of
Indi

MID CAP
Mid-cap companies are companies whose market cap is above Rs 5,000 crore but
less than Rs 20,000 crore. Investing in these companies can be riskier than
investing in large-cap market companies. This is because mid-caps tend to be
more volatile. On the other hand, mid-cap companies also have the ability to turn
into large-cap companies in the long run. These companies offer a higher growth
potential than do large-cap stocks, and hence more investors are attracted to
investing in such companies.
Metropolis Healthcare, Castrol India, and LIC Housing Finance are some examples
of mid-cap companies that are listed on the stock exchanges of India.

LARGE CAPS or BLUE CHIP
Large-cap companies are businesses that are well-established and have a
significant market share. Large-cap companies have market caps of Rs 20,000
crore or more. These companies dominate the industry and are very stable. They
hold themselves well in times of recession or during any other negative event.
Besides, they will usually have been functioning for decades and have good
reputations. If you want to invest in a company’s stocks by taking less risk, then
large-cap stocks are a good option. These stocks are less volatile in comparison to
mid-cap and small-cap stocks. The lower volatility makes them less risky.
Reliance Industries and Infosys are examples of some large-cap market companies
that are listed on the stock exchanges of India. Their strong foothold in the
market and consistent good performance makes them good choices for long-term
investors.

I hope you enjoy a lot
This is a first part of this series I tried my best to explain in a simpler way so that
even a kid can understand easliy.
I m working on next part in which I will discuss how to do
Different different analysis,
How to read balance sheet , different ratios, how to calculate valuation etc
Be happy!
Be curious!

